
.  Newsletter August 2015 

        Editor Robin Gemmill 

The AGM has been and gone and we are gratified that our President, Linda Guiness, has agreed to 
take up the challenge once again. Anne McSweeney is Vice-President and Karen de Wit will tackle 
the ins and outs of Treasurer. Karen will also remain as events Manager, a job she has been doing 
so well for a while now.   
The committee are Beverley Thompson, Robyn Fargher, both from Hawkes Bay, Rachel Rae from 
Feilding, Penny Bushell from Gisborne and Robin Gemmill from Wairarapa.   Hopefully this will give 
us a bit more spread around the country. 

   Our task this year will be to endeavour to grow NZARO where we can and one area we would 
like to see developed is the limited qualifying events   Interested groups can run an event for their 
members in Rally, Zoom or Handy Dog governed by the level they are qualified to judge. 

For example, Wairarapa now have three Novice NZARO Rally Judges so could apply to run a limited 
qualifying event for their Foundation and Novice class members. This would encourage these 
people to progress in the sport without the delay of waiting for a larger event to occur.  Anyone else 
would be invited to attend if they wished 

   In an effort to keep people informed I have offered to attempt a newsletter for members. This can 
be whatever you would like it to be and its success depends on what you as members want to 
support.  I welcome ideas on content and will endeavour to include items you wish to see in here. 

This could be training tips, requests for resources or just general information. We, as members, are 
dotted all over the map and therefore are reliant on a certain amount of self- motivation to keep 
going forward.  There are a number of YouTube contacts available for people happy to surf the net 
and also yahoo groups on Rally O.  The international ones operate on a separate system to ours 
but it is interesting to follow what others around the world do, the problems they have and how 
they solve them.  

We also have a core of experienced people within NZARO who are very willing to assist where they 
can. 

XPO 2015 was a great event as usual,  We are very lucky to be able to utilise a venue like the 
RDA  in Feilding as the weather always decides to challenge and the space undercover is 
wonderful.   Room for three rings to run simultaneously helps move things along.  

 As a competitor I am very appreciative of the effort Linda and the Committee put in to make this 
event happen. There is nothing quite like it anywhere else as far as I know and it is just relaxed 
and fun…What more could you ask for. Well maybe less rain and mud but that’s the weather gods 
domain! 

The turnout of different breeds was pretty special in itself and just goes to emphasise that you can 
enjoy your dog at Rally O no matter what size or shape your canine comes in. 

We had Greyhounds, Afghan Hound, Cattle Dog, 2 Kelpies, Staffy , Boxer, Border Collie, Working 
Farm Dogs, German Shepherds, Shizhu/Poodle, a wee baby Szhitzy mix, Australian terrier mix, 
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Australian Sheepdog ,Siberian Husky, Gordon Setter and several unidentified characters, all in all a  
very cosmopolitan bunch! 

The judges did a sterling job and presented us with challenging courses, some we negotiated well 
some no so cleverly but that is the name of the game.  I am always amazed at myself as I 
infrequently get through the difficult bits of a course and muck up the more straightforward 
elements.  However, I have memorised Linda’s Excellent Zoom course and have every intention of 
inflicting it on my class next term.   Let’s see how they negotiate backward 3 steps at the end of a 
tricky fast pace section. 

There were some problems in Advanced Handy Dog as it was patently obvious that a number of us 
had NO IDEA what we were doing. In my case made worse by my complete inability to cue my dog , 
how could I, I had no idea what I was trying to achieve  It may be  noted that after some practice I 
can now get Col to execute a lovely pivot in both directions  One day he is going to toss in the 
towel as dealing with a geriatric handler becomes too much hard work.   

I would like to point out that the Handy Dog Classes are the most fun…do bring your brain with you 
as it really helps. 

Thank you NZARO Executive…...You did a wonderful job     Roll on Expo 2016 

RESULTS Rally EXPO 

RESULTS . SATURDAY 

Rally Foundation 1                     Sheelah Stevens 

Penny Bushell                              Dakoda              100      00:01:23 

Lynne Birkettt                             Bolly                   100      00:01:39 

Brenda Cuming                           Breeze               100      00:01:45 

Mary Browne                              Monty                99        00:01:59 

Libby Clout                                  Lahja                  97        00:01:41 

Heather Read                              Brioche              91        00:01:37 

Penny Bushell                              Tank                   90        00:01:39 

Rhonda Campbell                       Asti                     87        00:01:34 

Linda Guinness                            Jager                  76        00:01:51 

Kate Parkinson                            Bliss                    76        00:03:00 

Rally Novice 1                            Sheelah Stevens 

Nicky Detheridge-Davies          Rufus                 100      00:01:34 

Lynne Birkettt                             Bolly                   100      00:01:37 

Mary Browne                              Monty                100      00:01:55 



Brenda Cuming                           Breeze               100      00:01:56 

Rhonda Campbell                       Asti                     99        00:01:25 

Emma Speeden                           Bull                     99        00:02:01 

Emma Speeden                           Henry                 98        00:01:57 

Penny Bushell                              Dakoda              97        00:01:46 

Libby Clout                                  Lahja                  97        00:02:05 

Penny Bushell                              Tank                   96        00:01:48 

Emma Speeden                           Charcoal           96        00:02:18 

Heather Read                              Brioche              91        00:02:03 

Clare Grattan                              Vince                  89        00:01:57 

Beverley Thomson                     Khon                  88        00:01:53 

Emma Speeden                           Zoe                     87        00:02:11 

Donna Garrity                             Mack                  86        00:02:28 

Jill Anderson                                Kiri                      80        00:01:35 

Rally Advanced 1                      Beverley Thomson 

Sheelah Stevens                         Pepsi                  99        00:01:44 

Melanie Wyse                             Toby                   98        00:01:57 

Jenny Purdom                             Kyla                    97        00:02:29 

Melanie Wyse                             Jess                    94        00:01:44 

Rebecca Conole                         Blondie              80        00:02:13 

Rally Excellent 1                         Beverley Thomson 

Robin Gemmill                            Col                      100      00:01:56 

Ann McSweeney                         Katy                    95        00:01:59 

Ann McSweeney                         Holly                  95        00:02:22 

Sheelah Stevens                         Pepsi                  90        00:02:09 

Jenny Purdom                             Kyla                    87        00:03:05 

 



Zoom Foundation 1                  Linda Guinness 

Rhonda Campbell                       Asti                     100      00:01:26 

Penny Bushell                              Dakoda              100      00:01:41 

Lynne Birkettt                             Bolly                   99        00:01:41 

Brenda Cuming                           Breeze               99        00:01:51 

Mary Browne                              Monty                96        00:02:20 

Libby Clout                                  Lahja                  86 

 

Zoom Novice 1                          Linda Guinness 

Brenda Cuming                           Breeze               100      00:01:56 

Emma Speeden                           Bull                     98        00:01:43 

Mary Browne                              Monty                98        00:01:57 

Rhonda Campbell                       Asti                     97        00:01:26 

Donna Garrity                             Mack                  97        00:01:29 

Fiona Richmond                         Luca                   97        00:01:36 

Karen de Wit                               Dee                    96        00:01:23 

Jill Anderson                                Kiri                      96        00:01:36 

Emma Speeden                           Charcoal           96        00:01:40 

Lynne Birkettt                             Bolly                   96        00:01:41 

Libby Clout                                  Lahja                  95        00:01:48 

Clare Grattan                              Vince                  95        00:01:51 

Emma Speeden                           Zoe                     95        00:01:55 

Emma Speeden                           Henry                 91        00:02:03 

Penny Bushell                              Dakoda              90        00:01:38 

Beverley Thomson                     TeRe                  90        00:01:48 

Beverley Thomson                     Khon                  88        00:01:47 

Linda Guinness                            Jager                  85        00:01:34 



Kate Parkinson                            Bliss                    79        00:02:10 

Zoom Advanced 1                    Ann McSweeney 

Melanie Wyse                             Jess                    98        00:01:48 

Jenny Purdom                             Kyla                    98        00:02:28 

Melanie Wyse                             Toby                   95        00:01:53 

Sheelah Stevens                         Pepsi                  92        00:01:50 

Nicky Detheridge-Davies          Rufus                 90        00:02:11 

Rebecca Conole                         Blondie              87        00:01:59 

Donna Garrity                             Mack                  84        00:02:31 

Zoom Excellent 1                       Ann McSweeney 

Ann McSweeney                         Katy                    100      00:02:00 

Robin Gemmill                            Col                      100      00:02:01 

Ann McSweeney                         Holly                  98        00:02:13 

Jenny Purdom                             Kyla                    98        00:02:44 

Sheelah Stevens                         Pepsi                  92        00:02:34 

Handy Dog Foundation 1        Karen de Wit 

Lynne Birkettt                             Bolly                   98        00:01:33 

Fiona Richmond                         Luca                   98        00:01:43 

Brenda Cuming                           Breeze               98        00:01:44 

Penny Bushell                              Dakoda              96        00:01:35 

Rhonda Campbell                       Asti                     96        00:01:36 

Mary Browne                              Monty                96        00:01:51 

Kate Parkinson                            Bliss                    95        00:01:36 

Penny Bushell                              Tank                   95        00:01:38 

Heather Read                              Brioche              94        00:01:19 

Libby Clout                                  Lahja                  91        00:02:07 

 



Handy Dog Novice 1                 Karen de Wit 

Penny Bushell                              Dakoda              100      00:01:31 

Robin Gemmill                            Col                      100      00:01:38 

Emma Speeden                           Charcoal           99        00:01:40 

Fiona Richmond                         Luca                   99        00:01:40 

Libby Clout                                  Lahja                  98        00:01:45 

Emma Speeden                           Henry                 96        00:01:40 

Nicky Detheridge-Davies          Rufus                 96        00:01:45 

Brenda Cuming                           Breeze               96        00:01:48 

Emma Speeden                           Bull                     95        00:01:57 

Donna Garrity                             Mack                  94        00:01:42 

Mary Browne                              Monty                94        00:02:00 

Melanie Wyse                             Jess                    93        00:01:31 

Emma Speeden                           Zoe                     93        00:01:59 

Clare Grattan                              Vince                  93        00:02:08 

Jill Anderson                                Kiri                      85        00:02:25 

Handy Dog Advanced 1           Karen de Wit 

Ann McSweeney                         Katy                    95        00:02:12 

Jenny Purdom                             Kyla                    95        00:03:14 

Sheelah Stevens                         Pepsi                  85        00:01:55 

Melanie Wyse                             Toby                   84        00:02:10 

Ann McSweeney                         Holly                  84        00:02:45 

Robin Gemmill                            Col                      75        00:02:44 

RESULTS = SUNDAY 

Rally Foundation 2                    Rebecca Conole 

Penny Bushell                              Dakoda              100      00:01:37 

Brenda Cuming                           Breeze               99        00:01:56 



Mary Browne                              Monty                99        00:02:00 

Rhonda Campbell                       Asti                     97        00:01:21 

Penny Bushell                              Tank                   95        00:01:32 

                               Rally Novice 2                            Robyn Fargher              

Glen Armitage                             Buddy                100      00:01:10 

Rhonda Campbell                       Asti                     100      00:01:15 

Nicky Detheridge-Davies          Rufus                 100      00:01:20 

Emma Speeden                           Henry                 100      00:01:26 

Penny Bushell                              Dakoda              100      00:01:31 

Clare Grattan                              Vince                  100      00:01:32 

Emma Speeden                           Charcoal           99        00:01:25 

Brenda Cuming                           Breeze               99        00:01:55 

Emma Speeden                           Zoe                     97        00:01:45 

Emma Speeden                           Bull                     97        00:01:52 

Donna Garrity                             Mack                  96        00:01:35 

Penny Bushell                              Tank                   95        00:01:52 

Rally Advanced 2                      Robyn Fargher 

Fiona Richmond                         Luca                   100      00:02:15 

Jenny Purdom                             Kyla                    97        00:02:45 

Joan Gibbs                                   Bailey                 95        00:02:10 

Rally Excellent 2                         Robyn Fargher 

Ann McSweeney                         Katy                    100      00:02:06 

Robin Gemmill                            Col                      100      00:02:15 

Ann McSweeney                         Holly                  99        00:02:45 

Jenny Purdom                             Kyla                    98        00:03:00 

  



Zoom Foundation 2                  Donna Garrity 

Mary Browne                              Monty                100      00:01:40 

Brenda Cuming                           Breeze               99        00:01:35 

Penny Bushell                              Tank                   98        00:01:23 

Rhonda Campbell                       Asti                     97        00:01:19 

Penny Bushell                              Dakoda              97        00:01:37 

Zoom Novice 2                          Linda Guinness 

Glen Armitage                             Buddy                100      00:01:40 

Rhonda Campbell                       Asti                     100      00:01:41 

Fiona Richmond                         Luca                   100      00:01:54 

Emma Speeden                           Henry                 100      00:01:54 

Emma Speeden                           Charcoal           100      00:01:55 

Penny Bushell                              Dakoda              100      00:02:07 

Brenda Cuming                           Breeze               100      00:02:23 

Donna Garrity                             Mack                  99        00:01:49 

Nicky Detheridge-Davies          Rufus                 99        00:01:59 

Emma Speeden                           Zoe                     99        00:02:32 

Joan Gibbs                                   Bonnie               94        00:03:57 

Emma Speeden                           Bull                     87        00:02:31 

Mary Browne                              Monty                80        00:02:55 

Zoom Advanced 2                    Linda Guinness 

Melanie Wyse                             Toby                   98        00:02:08 

Melanie Wyse                             Jess                    91        00:02:23 

Joan Gibbs                                   Bailey                 90        00:02:25 

Rebecca Conole                         Blondie              87        00:02:11 

Nicky Detheridge-Davies          Rufus                 86        00:02:36 

Jenny Purdom                             Kyla                    80        00:02:43 



Zoom Excellent 2                       Linda Guinness 

Ann McSweeney                         Katy                    100      00:02:19 

Robin Gemmill                            Col                      99        00:02:24 

Ann McSweeney                         Holly                  99        00:02:30 

Jenny Purdom                             Kyla                    99        00:03:12 

Handy Dog Foundation 2        Beverley Thomson 

Fiona Richmond                         Luca                   100      00:01:02 

Rhonda Campbell                       Asti                     99        00:00:54 

Brenda Cuming                           Breeze               99        00:01:11 

Penny Bushell                              Dakoda              98        00:00:54 

Mary Browne                              Monty                93        00:01:40 

Penny Bushell                              Tank                   90        00:00: 

Handy Dog Novice 2                 Beverley Thomson 

Emma Speeden                           Henry                 100      00:01:13 

Fiona Richmond                         Luca                   100      00:01:16 

Brenda Cuming                           Breeze               100      00:01:34 

Nicky Detheridge-Davies          Rufus                 99        00:01:14 

Emma Speeden                           Zoe                     99        00:01:34 

Penny Bushell                              Dakoda              98        00:01:13 

Rhonda Campbell                       Asti                     98        00:01:20 

Robin Gemmill                            Col                      97        00:01:21 

Mary Browne                              Monty                97        00:01:52 

Clare Grattan                              Vince                  96        00:01:40 

Glen Armitage                             Buddy                91        00:01:01 

Emma Speeden                           Bull                     90        00:02:06 

Emma Speeden                           Charcoal           87        00:01:44 

Melanie Wyse                             Jess                    82        00:01:17 



 

Handy Dog Advanced 2           Ann McSweeney 

Jenny Purdom                             Kyla                    87        00:02:56 

Robin Gemmill                            Col                      77        00:02:19 

Melanie Wyse                             Toby                                NQ 

Rebecca Conole                         Blondie                           NQ 

. 

 

 

 

  

One Day Qualifying NZARO Rally Event 

Venue:            Wairarapa Dog Training Club 

Clareville A & P Grounds, Chester Rd 

Carterton 

When:             Saturday,  November 28th 2015 

All Classes Rally, Zoom and Handy Dog 

Judges Linda Guiness and Robyn Fargher 

More details to be confirmed 

Entry on the day $5.00 per dog per class 

Online pre entry $4.00 

 

Entries to gemmillclan@xtra.co.nz 

Payment to 060730 0096585.00 

 

Please ensure that your name and NZARO Entry is on the 
payment advice 

 

mailto:gemmillclan@xtra.co.nz


From Totally Dog Training Website 

Article by Pippa Mattison 

3 principles to help 

you train a naughty 

dog 

Principles are the often unwritten, 

unspoken rules that guide us through our 

daily lives. Having a set of principles at 

heart helps us to make the right decisions 

in all aspects of life, and dog training is no 

exception. 

With naughty dogs, it is often tempting to 

let all our principles fly out the window, 

and to react in haste, without considering 

the outcome. 

But actually, when you are trying to train a 

naughty dog, it’s even more  important 

than ever, that you stick to principles 

which will help you to train successfully 

Today, I’m going to look at three simple 

principles or rules that will help you make 

the right decisions when training your 

dog.  Especially when he is being 

disobedient or difficult. 

They are principles that concern the 

overall training process, rather than 

specific details of any one part of it. 

Principle 1: Management 

before training 

So many people try to train their dog, in 

situations where they cannot control the 

outcome. 

You must manage your dog before you try 

and train him.  This will often mean using 

a long line attached to his harness. 

The fact is you cannot, for example, teach 

a dog not to chase rabbits, while still 

allowing him to continue to chase 

rabbits.  Yet many people try to do this. 

If you want to succeed in teaching a dog 

not to be naughty, you need to train an 

alternative behaviour in the situations 

where naughtiness was occurring. 

And before he can learn the alternative, he 

needs to be prevented from rehearsing his 

previous bad behaviour. 

It’s a bit like prevention before cure,  it 

makes sense whichever way you look at it. 

Principle 2: Assume it is 

your fault. 

This is a tough one. Especially if you 

absolutely KNOW that your dog is being 

naughty.  You’ve taught him to SIT and he 

knows what it means, and now he won’t sit 

unless it pleases him 

How can that possibly be your fault? 

Someone once posted a comment on one 

of my websites, asking why I implied a 

problem was the owner’s fault when it was 

clearly the fault of the dog?  And I can 

emphasise with this.  I really can. 

Easy dogs, difficult dogs 

Some dogs are incredibly challenging 

while other dogs are just so easy that the 

average five year old could train them. 

But the fact is, all dogs can be 

trained.  Even the difficult ones, and by 

difficult we usually mean distracted. 

Dogs are easy to train if they are not very 

interested in other people, or in other 

dogs.  And if they don’t much like hunting 



or running around.  But you know, this 

does not include very many young dogs. 

Most people will have challenges training 

a young and healthy dog, because dogs 

like to do things that we don’t want them 

to do. 

Most dogs will be distracted by certain 

situations, and the solution to that is to 

train the dog to obey while under 

distraction.  Fortunately this can be done 

Training with distractions 

Training a dog to obey you in the presence 

of intense distractions is quite a 

straightforward process.  But it can be time 

consuming, and it begins with you 

accepting responsibility. That is often the 

longest part! 

As long as the dog is being blamed, he 

isn’t being trained. 

It is important, for example, to take 

responsibility for the fact that our dog is 

still being distracted by other dogs, and to 

actively start training him to obey while 

other dogs are around. 

Principle 3: Make your 

dog a winner 

Winning – or ‘getting it right’ is as 

pleasing to dogs as it is for us!  They love 

the rewards that come with a winning 

behaviour, the treats, the games, the 

attention.  Its all good.  And winning 

FEELS good. 

Yet so often we set our dogs up to fail. 

We are in a hurry.  We set the bar too high, 

or we don’t reinforce behaviours 

effectively so that the dog loses heart and 

interest in the whole training process. 

Common causes of dog training failure 

include: 

 Bribing instead of rewarding 

 Poor quality rewards 

 Infrequent rewards 

 Teaching too many skills at once 

 Making tasks too complex 

Don’t be tempted to bribe your dog to 

behave, bribing is not a long term solution 

to anything. And don’t be mean with your 

training rewards, especially when teaching 

new behaviours, or training old behaviours 

in new and more challenging 

environments. 

Remember to make tasks attainable.  Don’t 

increase duration, or distraction to the next 

level, until the dog is competent at this 

one. Get one skill really fluent before 

teaching the next It may seem like 

common sense, but its easy to get carried 

away, and end up with a dog that is failing 

more than he is succeeding. 

Conclusion 

Many unwanted behaviours are highly 

rewarding to dogs.  These include 

behaviours like jumping up, chasing, 

playing with other dogs etc. 

You have no chance of training nice 

alternative behaviours like ‘coming when 

called’, or greeting people in a ‘sit’ while 

still allowing the dog to continue with 

previous bad behaviour. 

Management must come before training, 

failing to ensure this is once more setting 

yourself and your dog up to fail. 

Accepting responsibility for your dog’s 

bad behaviour is a critical key to training 

success.  Once you have done this, you 

will be empowered to change the way you 

control his behaviour, and therein lies 

success. 



Finally you need to set your dog up to win 

throughout the entire training process, and 

this often means breaking training down 

into baby steps, and putting some thought 

and planning into the time you spend 

training together. 

This can seem daunting at first but it is 

hugely rewarding and even enjoyable, 

once you get into the rhythm and habit of 

daily training sessions. 

So there we have it 

 Manage first, train second 

 Take responsibility 

 Make your dog a winner 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 



DOG TREAT 

RECIPE.  

 

BANANA AND HONEY  

2 cups water  

2 bananas, mashed  

2 tablespoons honey  

1 teaspoon vanilla extract  

1 egg  

4 1/2 cups whole wheat flour  

1 teaspoon baking powder  

 

1 hr 15 mins  

Directions  

Preheat oven to 350 degrees F (175 degrees 

C).  

Lightly grease 2 large baking sheets.  

Combine water, mashed bananas, honey, 

vanilla, and egg in a large bowl.  

Stir in whole-wheat flour and baking powder.  

Beat dough with an electric mixer on medium 

speed until ingredients are thoroughly 

combined, 1 to 2 minutes.  

Turn dough onto a floured surface and knead 

until no longer sticky, 5 to 8 minutes.  

Roll out dough to 1/4-inch thickness and cut 

into mini shapes with your favourite cookie 

cutter.  

Place dough shapes on prepared baking 

sheets.  

Bake in preheated oven until cookies are 

lightly browned, about 20 minutes.  

Turn off the oven and leave cookies until 

thoroughly dry and crisp, 30 to 40 more 

minutes.  

Remove baking sheets from oven and allow 

cookies to cool on pans for 10 minutes. 

Transfer cookies to wire rack to fully cool.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For those of you who don’t have access to a 
local club or group to train for your rally 

Here are some contacts you can get info from 

Yahoo Groups   

 Rally Obedience Training group (Mostly 
American) This has ties with the original Rally 
O initiators. 

Australian Rally O Group  Youtube clips also 

Australian Shepherd Rally Club ASCA this is a 
Canadian Group and the rally that they do is 
a bit different to ours but many youtube clips 
of interest 

YouTube have access to many training clips 
that can be really helpful 

Try  Kikopup /  Zac George etc 

www.Totally Dog Training   Pippa Mattison 
has many articles of interest whatever you 
are training your dog to do 

Denise Fenzi  when googled offered a wealth 
of information 

I also found www.trainemtasks  owner 
Christine Larsen excellent as they provide  
sets of rally signs in pocket sized packs that 

 

http://www.totally/
http://www.trainemtasks/


you can take around when training For a fee  
of    course 

It is interesting that the Australian Kennel 
Ass are in the process of changing some  
their rules and will be making alterations that 
will bring them Into line with how we execute 
a number of signs 

This is mainly where the sign is performed , 

For example. Moving side step   They have 
apparently always executed this past the sign 
whereas we tend to do it in front and to the 
right of the sign . Would be quite hard to do 
past the sign with a large dog . 

Other similar changes are to do with where 
side steps and pivots are performed in 
relation to the sign and now like us ask they 
be in front of the sign. 

Tasmania seem to do different Rally again 
and have applied to the USA to use some 
extra signs that are copy write. All very 
complicated but interesting. 

Not likely to be relevant to us as I can’t see 
trans- Tasman competition taking off yet 
awhile. 

We are lucky to already have the diversity 
that Zoom and Handy Dog provides   

All we need to work on now is getting MORE 
COMPETITIONS underway so we can all get 
on with it. 

LINK is another bonus that helps keep people 
wanting to continue with Rally 

We, in the Wairarapa, were fortunate to have 
the use of an indoor facility to run our link 
but that is over for the time being and we will 
be out battling the elements like everyone 
else now 

Special thanks here for Mike Butler and 
Karen de Wit for the effort they put in to keep 
Rally Link an ongoing activity for us to enjoy 

Any items for Newsletter send to  

gemmillclan@xtra.co.nz  by  10th of 
Month…Thank you. 

 

 

 

Commented [RG1]: pet 
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Here is an introductory suggestion for 
Rally Class Plans 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Excerpt from a Victoria Stillwell Blog on 
Rally  

Rally encourages human/ canine verbal 

communication, eye contact and 

teamwork. Additionally, Rally combines 

compliance with a course of 10 to 20 

stations in which the dog/handler team 

performs a given task defined at each 

station. Courses vary between each 

competition. The team is judged not only 

for performing the tasks defined at each 

station but also in the ability they show in 

communication and teamwork. Judges are 

looking for loose leashes and happy dogs. 

At advanced and excellent levels dogs are 

off leash. Harsh corrections and even a 

verbal 'no' will add deductions to a score. 

Teamwork is the goal. 

Rally can be done as a competition, or 

simply a fun way to practice compliance. 

 

Training Techniques 

The skills required for Rally are teaching 

your dog to walk with you in a 'heel'  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

position (by your left knee), teaching your 

dog to sit, down, stay and come, and in 

advanced levels your dog must do a simple 

jump. 

All of these skills can be taught using 

reward-based methods of marker training, 

targeting or lure/reward. See Dog Sports 

for more details. 

Additionally, it is important to build your 

dog’s ability to give attention to you in 

distracting situations. 

What not to do: 

 Do not use harsh corrections, 

including leash corrections to teach 

your dog to heel. 

 Rather, teach your dog to follow 

your hand as a target in a heel 

position or teach her the heel 

position by having her by your left 

side at first, walking a few steps 

forward then changing direction 

ENJOY 

 

https://positively.com/dog-behavior/basic-cues/heeling/
https://positively.com/dog-behavior/basic-cues/
https://positively.com/dog-training/positive-training/the-value-of-rewards/
https://positively.com/dog-behavior/basic-cues/hand-target-training/
https://positively.com/dog-training/methods-equipment/training-methods/lure-reward-training/
https://positively.com/dog-behavior/tricks-sports/dog-sports

